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1. Introduction
The world's tropical coasts are home to over two billion people, many of whom live in poverty and
depend on coastal resources and ecosystems, such as fish, beaches, and mangrove forests, for their
livelihood, sustenance and cultural traditions. In these coastal areas, development and poverty are
often encountered side-by-side, and this combination places severe pressure on coastal ecosystems
which frequently suffer from overexploitation, resource degradation and reduction in the services
provided by ecosystems to people who depend on them.
Efforts to ensure that coastal development is sustainable and that the functions of coastal
ecosystems are maintained have increasingly realised that understanding the people and
communities that make use of coastal resources is as important as understanding the ecological
processes that underpin coastal livelihoods. This situation is typified by the Bay of Bengal Region,
where coastal areas are often particularly subject to multiple pressures from rising population
density, high levels of poverty among coastal dwellers and increasing levels of industrial
development. The complexity of social and economic conditions in coastal communities throughout
the region makes socio-economic monitoring particularly important to allow communities, managers
and decision-makers to understand how issues affecting coastal resources are evolving and to
identify priority areas for intervention and management. Where conservation of critical habitats is
being undertaken, socio-economic monitoring can serve to involve local communities in resource
management decisions, provide adaptive management strategies to reflect local needs, and
facilitate understanding of the importance of marine and coastal resources.
SocMon is an approach and set of tools that has evolved over the last decades to facilitate coastal
planning, management and sustainable use. SocMon, which stands for the Global Socio-economic
Monitoring Initiative for coastal management, has been working since 2001 through regional and
local partners to facilitate community-based socioeconomic monitoring in communities living in
coastal regions of the world. Household and community level data are collected to inform planners
and decision-makers about levels of dependence on coral reef resources, perceptions of resource
conditions, threats to marine and coastal resources, and support for marine management strategies
such as marine protected areas. To date, over 60 assessments have been completed in 30 countries.
There are currently seven regions throughout the world that are successfully conducting
socio-economic monitoring through the SocMon Initiative: Caribbean, Central America, Southeast
Asia, Western Indian Ocean, Pacific Islands, South Asia and Brazil. SocMon fills a critical need by
advancing a global and regional understanding of human interactions with and dependence on
coastal resources. The United States (US) National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
serves as the coordinating body for this global initiative. Within Asia, the socio-economic monitoring
for Southeast Asia (SocMon SEA) and South Asia (SocMon SA) centres have been established with
coordinating centres in the Philippines and India, respectively.

1.1.

SocMon South Asia

The SocMon South Asia node has been active in promoting the SocMon approach in the region over
the last 14 years, working in several locations in India, Sri Lanka and the Maldives and has
contributed to creating a significant body of experience and expertise in India, the Maldives and Sri
Lanka. In 2014, the Bay of Bengal Large Marine Ecosystem Project (BOBLME) undertook to support
further capacity-strengthening activities in the region in order to extend knowledge and skills on
SocMon approaches in South Asia.
The Bay of Bengal Large Marine Ecosystem Project (BOBLME) is an initiative funded primarily by the
Global Environment Facility (GEF), with co-financing from Norway, the Swedish International
Development Agency, FAO, participating Governments and the National Oceanic and Atmosphere
Administration (NOAA). The project’s first phase runs from 2009-2015 with the global objective of
1
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ensuring a healthy ecosystem and sustainability of living resources for the benefit of the coastal
populations of the Bay of Bengal Large Marine Ecosystem (BOBLME). The development objectives of
the project were to support a series of strategic interventions that would result in and provide
critical inputs into the Strategic Action Programme (SAP), whose implementation will lead to
enhanced food security and reduced poverty for coastal communities.
As part of the programme of SocMon capacity-strengthening workshops supported by BOBLME, a
training workshop was organised in Mannar district, Sri Lanka, hosted by the Small Fishers
Federation Sri Lanka (SFFL), headed by Mr Anuradha Wickramasinghe (Chairman). The training
workshop was held at the Hotel Golden Rest, in Mannar district, Sri Lanka from 3-11 March, 2015. A
total of 22 participants coming from various state-level Government agencies and civil society
groups/non-Governmental organizations participated.
The area where the workshop was held, near Pooneryn in Mannar district, and where the field work
was carried out during the workshop, at Vidathaltivu village, is of considerable ecological interest
and has not been subject to significant research in recent decades, largely due to the civil conflict
that affected the whole Northern Province of Sri Lanka for over 25 years between 1983 and 2009.
There are significant mangrove and wetland areas nearby, especially around the lagoons separating
Mannar district from Jaffna to the north, and there are several coral reef areas along the west coast
facing Palk Bay.
Due to the troubled history of the area, there has been little opportunity to introduce new
approaches to coastal and marine management in the area to date, although several initiatives are
now underway to attempt to redress this imbalance. While SocMon approaches have been applied
in other areas of Sri Lanka in the past, this workshop aimed to introduce SocMon approaches to the
northern part of the country, where the approach has not previously been applied, and support the
development of stronger measures to protect the coastal environment and coastal livelihoods of
Mannar district.
The workshop participants spent two days at the selected village of Vidathaltivu, which is
representative of lagoon fisheries in the Mannar district, Manthai West Division. They practiced a
range of data collection methods in the field including observation, key informant interviews,
gathering stories, and focus group discussions with women's groups, fishers and youth groups.
Participants tried out visual techniques with local respondents to produce a seasonal diagram, a
market flow chart, a timeline and an activity and resource map. They also verified the resource map
by taking a boat trip into marine areas frequented by the fishers and skin diving to check whether
the ecological habitats: seagrass beds, sandy bottom and coral reefs were found as per the
ecological information provided by the fishers during the Focus Group Discussions (FGD).
This report presents the findings from this field work and is intended to represent a
'work-in-progress' that will be added to and developed upon in the future as more SocMon work is
carried out in Mannar district. A plan was specifically developed within the workshop to carry on this
work and complete similar studies in another two communities in the area with different resource
and livelihood characteristics in the near future.
There are a few studies already undertaken by IUCN (2011), BOBLME (2011), and SocMon Srilanka
(2012) about coastal and marine activities of Mannar district. Apart from these, some individual
scholars like Ponnampalam Ragupathy (2007) Arulpragasam (2009) and Arulnesan (2011) have
carried out archaeological and ethnographic studies on coastal communities in the Sri Lankan part of
the Gulf of Mannar. The current work has avoided duplicating the earlier work which has been
drawn on to provide a better understanding of geomorphological and livelihood issues in Mannar
district.
Mannar district, part of the Northern Province of Sri Lanka has 222 km of coastline and 38 fishing
villages. These fishing communities can be divided into four broad clusters based on the types of
fishing they carry out and the fishing grounds they depend on.
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These groupings are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Fishing village clusters and dominant ecosystems on the coast of Mannar district

Fishing village cluster

Fishing division

Dominant ecosystem/nature of
fishing ground they depend

Thevanampitty to Pappamudai

Manthai West

Lagoon fishery

Vankalai to Mullsikkulam

Nanattan

Reef fishery

Thalaimannar

Mannar

Island Fishery

Arippu to Munthal

Musali

Collection of marine resource in
shallow water

The aim of the newly formed SocMon Mannar team is to eventually carry out detailed studies of all
four of these fishing community clusters in order to understand better their ecosystem-specific
fishing methods and livelihood patterns. With this in mind, the lagoon dependent fishing community
of Vidathaltivu is selected for this initial study while other communities with different livelihood
characteristics will be covered in future if resources are available.

2. Study area
2.1.

Location

Vidathaltivu village is located 25 km from Mannar town on the Yazhpanam main road (A.32) via
Sangupitti. It is connected through 1.8 km of village road on the north eastern side towards Palk Bay.
It is surrounded with small seasonal rivers and mangrove forest and sea (Fig 1). During the rainy
season the village looks like island and even high tide of specific months.

Figure 1 Location of Vidathaltivu, Mannar district

2.2.

Origin and fishing history of the study site

According to the statue located in Saint James church in Vidathaltivu, the village has been located
here for more than 400 years. In a book by the Rev. Fr. Antanainus, entitled “The History of Madhu
Church” it is narrated that the fishermen from Yalpanam, Navali, Allaipitti came here in pursuit of
their fishing activities and eventually settled there. The initial settlers constructed Saint James
church before 1632 with the support of Franciscan Missionaries.
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Figure 2 Saint James Church, Vidathaltivu and Historic Plaque

In those days, this area was covered with numerous vidathal trees (literally 'thorny tree') which were
cleared by the settlers when they established their settlements on the left side of the
Minnimaraintha River (now known as the Sepali River). The location resembles a bay due to the
rivers which cross it and, due to the shore of the river having so many vidathal trees in those days it
came to be called Vidathaltivu (or thorn tree bay). From the beginning, the people of Vidathaltivu
have been involved in fishing and their church is associated with Ranaimadu Island Church Chapter.
The priests came from Ranimadu once in a week and conducted prayers for fisherman of this village
until 1944. After that, it was denominated as an independent chapter due to the growth of the
village.

Figure 3 A Vidathal tree, common in the area

2.3.

Population, religion and language

The village is administered under four Niladhari divisions namely West, North, Centre and East. The
following table shows the official data from the Gram Niladhari office on households and sex wise
population details for these four Niladhari divisions.
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Table 2 Population details for Vidathaltivu by Gram Niladhari division

Name of GN division

No of
households

Sex wise population

Total population

Males

Female

Vidathaltivu West

156

286

294

580

Vidathaltivu North

124

198

235

433

Vidathaltivu Center

341

694

739

1433

Vidathaltivu East

315

601

636

1237

Total

936

1779

1904

3683

A total of 936 households are registered as living in Vidathaltivu village, although these numbers
refer to those residents prior to the recent civil conflict in Northern Sri Lanka. Out of these, 302 were
Roman Catholic, 38 were Hindu families, and 596 were Muslim. However, at present, the numbers of
Muslim households actually living in the community is only about 10 families, although 160 are still
registered in the community. Most of the other Muslim households have not returned to
Vidathaltivu since being displaced to the Puthalam area during the civil conflict.
Both Catholics and Hindus speak Tamil while Muslims speak both Tamil and Urdu.

2.4.

Ethnicity/cast

The Mukkuvar, Catholic Christians are the original settlers of this village and they live in northern,
eastern, and western parts of the village. Originally they belonged to one of the traditional marine
fishing castes and came from the Indian coast of the Gulf of Mannar during the 16 th century, and
were apparently brought by the Portuguese. The Muslim community lives in the central part of the
village and more than 580 families from this group resettled in Puthalam district during the 30-year
ethnic conflict between the State and Tamil rebel groups. They are basically an agrarian community
also involved in trading activities. Hindu families are a minority in number and live along with the
Christian community and involved in fishing related activities.
Figure 4 shows a social map of the community prepared with local people.

Figure 4 A social map of Vidathaltivu village
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2.5.

Displacement and migration

Before the ethnic conflict, there were 936 families living in this village and doing fishing and
agriculture as their primary occupations. As a result of the conflict, the entire village was displaced
from their land for more than three decades. During this displacement period, Muslims were
permanently settled in Puthalam district. The Christian and Hindu families moved temporally at first
and later settled permanently on Church land at Thottaveli of Mannar. After the end of the civil war,
many Muslim families were not interested in returning to their original homes as they had acquired
assets in their new locations and new education opportunities for their children. But 75% of the
displaced Catholic population were working as fishing labourers settled on Church land and most of
these returned to Vidathaltivu at the first opportunity and re-started their traditional fishing activity.
Currently 251 households are involved in fishing activities, 12 families are involved in agriculture, 3
families are in construction work, 3 of them in carpentry and 24 of them are Government servants.
The story of Muruganantham, reflects the difficult circumstances faced by many of the households
in the community.
Story of Muruhanandm and his family…..
Muruha Nandan was born in Kilinochchi and is married to a woman from Vidathaltivu village
where they are currently living. He is 51 years old and he has 6 children, 4 sons and 2
daughters. The elder daughter, who is 20 years old, is working in a garment factory in
Kilinochchi and his elder son is working as a labourer in a fishing boat.
During the course of the civil conflict he and his family were displaced 6 times to different
places such as Kalmadu, Kilinochchi and Vavunia. Their final displacement was in 2007 and
they came back to Vidalthaltivu in 2010 and have remained here since.
Muruhanadan’s occupation is repairing bicycles and he has his own bicycle repairing centre
which he opened just outside the village soon after his return there in 2010. Subsequently he
rented out the shop where he is currently conducting his trade at a rate of LKR 1500.00 per
month. Muruhanadan worked as a bicycle repairer even before the war. He only studied up
to grade 6 in Kilinochchi and, as he says, this did not give him the opportunity to do any job
other than repairing bicycles. During the conflict, whenever he and his households were
displaced, he took his equipment with him and was able to carry on the same occupation
wherever the family was temporarily settled, as most villagers use bicycles and his services
were always in demand. In the past, his income was better as none of the villagers had any
vehicles besides bicycles. In 2014, he was given some equipment worth LKR 50,000.00 from
an organization called ZOA. Currently, Muruhanadan's average income is around LKR 15,000
per month or less. Though his elder son and daughter are working, they earn very low
salaries. He describes how, on many occasions, villagers do not pay when their bicycles get
repaired or pay later while often they do not collect them after leaving them for repairs.
Transport facilities in Vidalthaltivu have been improving in recent years and more and more
villagers are purchasing different types of vehicles. Hence the use of bicycles is declining an,
with this, his income is also suffering. In nearby Mannar town, more modern equipment and
technology for repairing bicycles is available and more and more villagers prefer to make use
of these when they get repair work done. While Murahanadan has thought about expanding
his repair shop and equipping it with more modern technology, he has no capital to do so as
he has to spend all his income for his day to day expenses and for his children’s education.
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3. Community infrastructure
Vidathaltivu village is located in one of the areas worst affected during the civil conflict over the last
30 years. This clearly has impacted on community infrastructure and the rebuilding process has only
started very recently and is not yet fully complete.
Many traditional houses were seriously damaged during the war and are not repairable. Several
have no roofs, doors or windows. Hence people have largely abandoned these houses and have
constructed new dwellings with the support of an Indian Government housing scheme.
Table 3 shows the various community infrastructures available in the village.
Table 3 Community infrastructure

Education


Sewage/sanitation


Government
school - 02
Drinking water supply

Septic tanks – 100%
households
Electricity

 Tube well - 1
 Well - 3
 Water pipes - 0
Food incentives

 CEB – 24 hours
 Solar ~ 5 houses
Communication




Rations given out by a
Cooperative
Religious service
 Church - 2
 Mosque – 2
 Graveyard - 1
Health/service


Hospital - 1 (1 doctor,
4 nurse)
 Health centre - 1
(1 nurse)
 Pharmacy - 0
Social service


Widowed families – 9


Road

Mobile phone services –
Dialog, Mobitel, Hutch,
Airtel, Etisalat
Postmaster – 1

 Tar
 Concrete
 Gravel
Transportation
 Cars – 3
 Public bus services
 Van – 5
 Tractor – 6
 Motorcycles
Credit facilities


Microfinance SHG

Banking


Bank – 1 (Samurthi
Bank)
Waste management


Government service to
collect household
waste on Saturdays and
Wednesdays
Fisheries infrastructure
 Ice plants – 0
 Fish landing sites – 6
 Harbour – 2
Law & order
 Courts – 0
 Police post – 0
 Navy post – 1
 Army post – 1
Land ownership
 Local − 100%
Disaster management
 Shelter - 0
Support for disabled people


None

The following chart provides a list (in Tamil) of the various businesses and services present in the
village. Most of them are small businesses like petty shops, tea shops, workshops, etc.
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Figure 5 A list of business and services present in Vidathaltivu village (in Tamil)

4. Coastal and marine activities
Fishing is the major livelihood activity carried out along the entire coast of Mannar district.

Figure 6 Map showing the marine and coastal area used by fishers from Vidathaltivu village
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Specifically in Vidathaltivu, traditional or small-scale fishing is carried out predominantly within the
customary boundaries of the village, which includes a lagoon of 1,300 ha and adjacent shallow
waters and reef areas. Fishing takes place throughout the year, but changes in nature according to
the seasonal availability of different species. Wind patterns generally restrict the use of small-scale
craft between the months of August and October, and during this period many fishermen simply
switch to other jobs on-shore, particularly in agriculture.
In addition to fisheries-related occupations along the coast, there are opportunities for employment
in agricultural labour, Palmyrah palm ('toddy') tapping and other occasional and seasonal activities.
Table 4 shows the seasonal distribution of different activities in Vidathaltivu for men and women in
the village. Fishing is by far the most important single activity, along with supporting activities such
as drying and repairing of nets. Popular recreational activities among fishers include drinking, playing
cards and watching T.V.
Table 4 Seasonal distribution of occupations for men and women in Vidathaltivu

Activity

Jan

Feb

Mar

Sea
cucumber
fishing

♂

♂

♂

Shank
fishing

♂

♂

♂

Crab fishing

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

♂

♂

♂

♂

♂

♂

♂

♂

♂

♂♀

♂♀

Prawn
fishing
Fish drying

♂♀

♂♀

♂♀

♂♀

♂♀

♂♀

♂♀

♂♀

♂♀

♂♀

♂♀

♂♀

Set net
fishing

♂

♂

♂

♂

♂

♂

♂

♂

♂

♂

♂

♂

Agriculture
(rice)
farming

♂♀

♂♀

♂♀

♂♀

♂♀

♂♀

♂♀

Carpentry

♂

♂

♂

♂

♂

♂

♂

♂

♂

♂

♂

♂

General
labouring

♂♀

♂♀

♂♀

♂♀

♂♀

♂♀

♂♀

♂♀

♂♀

♂♀

♂♀

♂♀

4.1.

Goods, services and livelihoods supported by the coastal ecosystem

Fishing is the primary source of livelihood options provided by the coastal ecosystem throughout the
year. The diversity of resources and habitats found in the lagoon, mangroves and near-shore marine
areas enables households to exploit fisheries throughout the year, with the peak periods for
harvesting different species complementing one another throughout the year and providing an
overall degree of livelihood stability. Thus, sea cucumber, sea shell and sea lotus provide a source of
income when other fisheries resources are not available, while crab and lobster fishing provide a
source of income more or less constantly throughout the year.

4.2.

Fishing craft

More than 90% of the villagers are involved in lagoon fisheries only. Fishing is carried out with
several types of boats. The following list shows the boats currently used for fishing by Vidathaltivu
fishers.
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4.3.

Out board motor fibre reinforced plastic boats

136

Motorized traditional boats

200

Non-motorized traditional boats

121

Total

457

Fishing gears

The fishing activity is done based on the seasons and the availability of the particular fishing gear.
Table 5 shows the fishing gears used by local fishers to exploit the goods and services provided by
the coastal ecosystem and their approximate earnings they derive from this.
Table 5 Fishing gear use, species caught and estimated earnings from fishing activity in Vidathaltivu

No.

1

Gear

Crab net
(Nanduvelai)

Species

Blue crabs

Off season
catch
(kg/day)

High season

Price kg

catch
(kg/day)

(LKR)

10-20

100-300

L - 600

White crabs

M - 450
S – 300

2

Set net (Pattivalai)

Cuttle fish

10-20

300-400

400

Fish

15-30

100-250

250

Prawns

10-20

100-300

450–600

Shark

10-20

50-150

200

Crab

10-20

100-300

L – 600
M - 450
S – 300

3

'Spray' net (drifting
gillnet)
(Valichchevalai)

Fish (Mural)

2-3

5-7

200

4

Crab traps (Nandu
koodu)

Black crabs

5-10

25-30

800

5

Prawn traps (Raal
koodu)

Prawns

20-30

100-150

450-600

6

Skin diving

Sea cucumber

5-10

50-100

600

7

Skin diving

Conch, 'sea lotus'
(coral), lobster

Jan–May

LKR 5000–
10,000/day per
4 people

4.4.

Traditional knowledge

The fishing community of Vidathaltivu has a rich knowledge of their local fisheries resources and the
surrounding marine ecosystem based on their experience in making use of the services it provides.
Based on their traditional knowledge and day-to-day experience, they classify the sea bottom in
several ways within their traditional boundaries.
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According to fishers, the area within the customary boundaries of Vidathaltivu is divided into four
eco-regions based on depth and distance from shore namely:
1. Mangrove region (1 fathoms)
2. Sea grass bed (1.5 fathoms)
3. Sandy region (2 fathoms)
4. Coral areas (3.5 fathoms)
Beyond the coral area, the open sea (4 fathoms) continues out to the international boundary with
India. Within their customary boundaries, fishers were able to clearly identify fishing grounds,
channels, seagrass beds and areas where they find conch shells. The different sea bed configurations
identified by fishers when preparing the sea resource map shown in Figure 7 were subsequently
verified and confirmed through diving. The map drawn by community members clearly illustrates
their detailed knowledge of sea bottom configuration and composition.
According to fishers, the mangroves in the Vidathaltivu area are in relatively good condition and are
well-managed by them except for a few wood cutting incidents. In the same manner, sea grass beds
and sandy areas are sustainably utilized. The reef areas are now in danger due to illegal and
unsustainable fishing practices such as dynamite fishing and use of Kanava pathai (beach seine net)
but these practices are constantly monitored by them and fishers hope that a more appropriate
form of governance arrangement to control these practices can be introduced with Government
support.

Figure 7 Diagramme prepared with fishers showing key marine and coastal habitats around Vidathaltivu
village
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In their day-to-day fishing activities, the traditional fishers of Vidathaltivu make use of their
profound knowledge of the winds, phases of the moon, the stars, tides and temperatures, and have
developed their own understanding of these. They identify eight main types of wind conditions in
their area. They are shown in Figure 8 in a diagramme prepared with fishers.

Figure 8 Diagramme prepared with fishers showing 8 different wind conditions
recognized by fishers

Fishing with nets is the dominant form of fishing activity, but some traditional methods are still used
by local fisherman such as skin diving for sea shells, sea cucumber, sea lotus, and lobsters, and using
iron hooks to catch rays.

4.5.

Stakeholders and household income sources

Most villagers are involved in fishing and they follow a catch based sharing system instead of a wage
system. As per the catch sharing, operational expenses like diesel and food will be deducted before
sharing. After deducting the operational expenses, the income will be divided into two shares. One
share goes to boat, engine and net owners. The second share goes to the labourers, including the
owners of the vessel if he has been involved in fishing, and is divided equally among them all. Figure
9 shows a diagramme prepared with local people showing the stakeholders, including the traders,
involved in the fisheries in Vidathaltivu.
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Figure 9 Diagramme prepared with fishers showing key stakeholders involved in
fisheries-related activities in Vidathaltiv

Tables 6 and 7 show a household diversity matrix illustrating the livelihood strategies of fishing unit
owners and fishing labourers. Altogether, 11 different combinations of livelihood strategies found
among households in Vidathaltivu.
Table 6 Simplified household diversity matrix (fishing unit owners)

Household/
groups
Fisher using craft
and fishing gear
purchased
through trader/

Characteristics of the Livelihood strategies
group

Notes

The capital for vessels
and fishing gear
provided by the
trader/middleman and
in return the fisher
sells his catch
exclusively to that
trader.

Fully dependent on the
c. 07% of the fishers comes
trader not only for fishing under this category in
expenses but for many
Vidathaltivu.
family expenses also.

Fisher with own
craft and fishing
gear

Directly sells catch to
outside traders and
gets a better market
price.

Chooses who to sell his
catch to

c. 37% of the fishers comes
under this category in
Vidathaltivu.

Female family
labour

Provide on-shore
support to fishing
activities by cleaning
of nets, drying of fish
etc.

Own labour

Family labour reduce the
burden

middleman
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Local fish traders/ Provide capital to
fishers for boats, nets
middlemen
and engines. Buy the
catch at lower than
the market price.

Outside fish
traders/

Fixes the landing site
price for fish with those
fishers indebted to him
(normally c.60% of the
normal market price).
Also sells fish to other
outside traders at the
landing site as well as
sending directly to
outside markets.

There are 7 traders of this
kind doing business in
Vidathaltivu, each working
with at least 25 fishers.

Purchase fish from
local traders and
independent fishers.

6 outside fish traders using
their own vehicles.

Local retail fish
vendors

Purchased fish from
Most fish purchased on
the cooperative
credit with mediation of
society and pay a small cooperative society.
tax to cooperative
body.

More than 20 people from
nearby agriculture
communities.

Local traders of
conch and sea
cucumber.

Agents of licensed
traders.

3 traders/fishers involved in
this trade without licenses.

middlemen

This is usually a side
business carried on by a
few fishers.

Table 7 Simplified household diversity matrix (fishing unit labour)

Household/

Characteristics of the
group

Livelihood strategies

Notes

Fishing labourer

There is no vessel but
having some nets and
able to fishing for
sharing system.

Wage labour

Fishing experience

Old fishing
labourers

Age is a barrier to
going to sea but
involved in net
cleaning and drying
fish.

Wage labour

Ready to work at shore

Women
labourers
without any
fishing assets

Daily labourer for local Wage labour
traders drying fish.
Wage decided based
on their output –
Rs.10/kg of bigger fish
– Rs.5/kg of smaller
fish.

Boat and engine
mechanic

Repairs boats and
engine

groups

Piece work

Experience and skill. One
mechanic involved in this
work last 30 years in same
occupation.
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Net menders

A part-time activity for Part-time labour
fishers not going to
sea that day. Only few
people willing to
involve this activity.

Experience and skill. Most
fishers involved part-time.

Shell collectors

Collecting raw material Trained by women's
from shore and
sangam (cooperative
making it into
group)
ornamental items sold
within the village.

10 women involved in this
work.

4.6.

Markets

Generally the marine fish catch of the northern part of Sri Lanka is very similar to that in the
southern part of the country and most of the produce targets local markets in the South. Data from
the district Fisheries Department of Mannar district indicates the average annual fish catch of last
four years is 1,230 mt.
Fishers prepared the diagramme shown in Figure 10 to illustrate the value and marketing chain in
fisheries for Vidathaltivu.

Figure 10 Diagramme prepared with fishers showing the value and marketing chain for fish in Vidathaltivu

5. Governance of marine and coastal areas
5.1.

Key institutional stakeholders

Table 8 reviews the key institutions concerned with the coastal and marine environment in Sri Lanka,
their presence in the Vidathaltivu area, their respective roles and responsibilities, and local people's
perceptions of their performance and potential areas of improvement.
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Table 8 Key institutional stakeholders, roles and local perceptions of performance in Vidathaltivu

Institution

Local contact

Specific laws and
rules which govern
them

Performance
assessment by local
community

Things needs to
be improved for
better
governance

Dept. of
Fisheries and
Aquatic
Resources

Fisheries
Inspector

Fisheries regulation
act

He did his job well
according to local
people. He is
flexible in allowing
certain banned nets
informally.









Assistant
Director

Dept. of
Coast
Conservation
and
Development

Limited local
presence

Responsible for
concern fishing
division
Issuing of fishing
licenses and
renewal
including boat,
net and
Karavalai
Insurance and
pension schemes
for fishers
Monitoring of
banned nets



Overall
responsibility for
fishing activities
in the district



Conduct
quarterly
fisheries
grievance day
meetings



Conservation of
coastal
ecosystem in
shore and
territorial water
Promote
supplementary
livelihoods to
local community








He is OK but people
expect him to
monitor and control
use of illegal fishing
methods, nets and
gears.

The presence of the
department is not
felt by the people.







Church
Committee

Members




Religious
matters
Conflict

Once in a
month
dialogue/mee
ting to be
organized
with fisheries
officials
Better
performance
in stopping
use of banned
gears
Desilting the
channel
Train the
people on
aquaculture
techniques

Yes. 5/5
Democratically



Local
presence of
CCD should be
established
Conservation
activities
should be
planned with
the
community
Identify and
protect
critical
habitats
Securing
customary
rights
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resolution within
and outside
village
Fisheries issues
Initiate joint
actions to
promote marine
and coastal
issues mobilizing
local resources –
Alaya kanikkai
system

elected.



Protect and
promotion
mangroves

No



Conservation of
protected
species
Birth and death
registration
Land records etc.

No




Dept of
Forests

Warden is
there but
people do not
know him

Dept of
Wildlife
Ministry of
Revenue

Grama

Nilathari (GN)
is available for 
all the
divisions

Government
agent at
district level



District
Coordination
Committee





Navy


Fisheries
Cooperative
Society

FCS
operational,



Quarterly
fisheries meeting
at district level
with FCS, Dept.
of Fisheries,
Forest and Wild
life and others
Cross border
issues
Development
programmes
Funding
allocation
Monitoring of
sea areas
Regular
monitoring done
Distribution of
subsidy, training,
legal support,
consultation,



Rotational
leadership




Mobilizing
public opinion
for
conservation
issues
Establish
community
control
system for
fishery
resources and
to educate
the
community on
future
concerns
Need to be
more active
and make
presence felt



Development
schemes to be
initiated

Yes. 5/5



15 lakh capital
accumulated
through auctioning



Improving of
financial
position
Loan recovery

Yes

Decisions not
implemented. Last
6 months meeting
was not happened

Present but they do
not pay enough
attention to
poachers.
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Addressing local
fishing issues
Establishing
prices for
catches
Loans to fishers
Construction of
common
fisheries building
Free and
subsidised boats,
nets and engines

of fish at the
landing site
3 societies function,
Central Area Society
not functioning
Irregularities in the
handling and
allocation of
Government funds
is under scrutiny
Small construction
contracts taken and
implemented







Captured illegal
poachers and hand
over them to
concern authorities

5.2.

– corrupted
money to be
recovered
Initiation of
harbour
development
Desilting of
channel
Securing
customary
boundary and
resource
Maintaining
cordial
relationship
with line
departments

Action in support of governance of coastal and marine resource use

While responsibilities for establishing and enforcing governance arrangements are distributed
among the different institutions and agencies mentioned above, in practice action in support of
management of fisheries and coastal and marine resource use is not systematic and tends to depend
largely on the availability of manpower and financial resources within the concerned agencies.
Some examples of actions that have been undertaken include:


Efforts to control intrusion by trawlers from India undertaken by the Sri Lankan Navy
(trawling in Sri Lankan waters is currently banned). Due to the sensitivity of the issue and
political pressure, this issue has yet to be fully resolved.
 Some initiatives to conserve mangroves undertaken by the Coast Conservation Department.
 Monitoring of use of banned fishing gears by the Department of Fisheries and Aquatic
Resources, although this is severely constrained by lack of adequate manpower.
In addition to actions undertaken by concerned institutions, local people and agencies have also
undertaken some action to support better resource use and conservation. This has included:





Stopping of dynamite fishers by some Vidathaltivu fishers who handed them over to the
church committee to resolve the problem. The church committee in turn handed them over
to the Navy some months ago but no legal action has been taken.
Raising the issue of intrusion by Indian trawlers, dynamite fishing and use of Kanava Pathai
(beach seine nets) to higher authorities by the leaders of the local fisheries cooperative.
Banning of the collection of sea cucumber, chank, corals and lobster using SCUBA diving
equipment undertaken by village people themselves.
Organisation of coastal clean-up activities by the church committee in Vidathaltivu.
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6. Key findings and reflections
The SocMon work conducted in Vidathaltivu has been limited to a review of some of the secondary
data available and two effective days of work in the field. This will need to be supplemented by
additional field work in the future in order to develop a complete social and economic profile of the
community and highlight the key coastal and marine management issues affecting the area.
However, based on this initial work, several key reflections can be made.
Role of the local church
The key role played by the church in Vidathaltivu is clear from the findings of the field work so far.
During the period of the civil conflict affecting the community, the displaced Christian population of
Vidathaltivu has received a considerable amount of support and assistance from the church. Even
though displaced, they maintained their cohesion as a group and moved to locations allotted by the
church who subsequently helped to bring the local population back to Vidathaltivu whenever it was
safe to move back to their homes there.
The influence of the church on people in the community remains strong and the local church
committee is influential in local decision-making. When the fish catches are good, local fishers
provide one share to the church in lieu of money for supporting church activities.
Status of the Muslim community in Vidathaltivu
By contrast, the Muslim community in the village do not have substantial institutional support,
either currently or in the past. During the civil conflict they migrated to other areas largely through
their own initiative and have effectively relocated themselves to the areas they moved to, started
businesses or found employment there. Their children are studying in schools and have established
themselves. They do not have the same incentives to return to Vidathaltivu.
Current and potential role of the Fisheries Cooperative Society
A strong relationship can also be seen between the people of the community and the Fisheries
Cooperative Society. The societies located in the Vidathaltivu area are functioning and, while they
currently operate side-by-side with traditional trader/middlemen who continue to play an important
role in fish marketing, local fishers clearly have considerable expectations of the society to ensure
better earnings and services for its members in the future.
There would appear to be considerable potential for encouraging the Fisheries Cooperative Society
to influence the way in which local people are involved in marine and coastal activities and in the
management of local marine resources.
Money lenders and fish traders also continue to influence those fishers who depend on them for
credit.
Valuing traditional knowledge among fishers
The fishers of Vidathaltivu have a wealth of traditional ecological knowledge and can describe the
sea bottom resources as they were in the 1960’s and can note what changes have happened and
compare current status to past conditions. This knowledge is very important and can contribute
significantly to the development of future management plans.
Means of adding value to this traditional knowledge and taking full advantage of it should be
developed in the future.
Transboundary issues
Transboundary issues mainly relate to the fishing being carried out by Indian trawlers in adjacent
marine areas. Vidathalthivu fisheries are mainly lagoon-based fisheries and their customary
boundary ends at the Sali coral reef and are hence not directly affected by trawling. However local
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people feel that trawling close to the Sali reef is responsible for degrading the coral reef area and
should be stopped.
Trawling, along with illegal dynamite fishing, are perceived as being the primary threats to
biodiversity and the marine environment as both these methods cause indiscriminate destruction of
even non-targeted fish resources.
Environmental awareness and institutional engagement
The findings of the field work so far indicate that there is a relatively high level of environmental
awareness among people in the community. Fishers are aware of environmental laws and the need
to provide protection to coral reefs, marine mammals and turtles.
However, apart from the Department of Fisheries, engagement of Government institutions in
environmental awareness building, and support to the community in efforts to improve
environmental management, seem to have been limited. Partly this is due to limited resources
within Government institutions which translate into limited presence on the ground.
Surveillance in the area by the Sri Lankan Navy is still tight. The Navy has the responsibility to
maintaining law and order in marine areas, and as a result they also directly influence the activities
carried out by local fishers but interactions with the community seem to be limited.
Efforts to increase the presence of key institutions, and use that presence to work with communities
to improve environmental protection will be key in the future.
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